Model of holiday rental descriptive
maximum number of people accepted: ………………
is it a new construction , old 
Is it a detached house with garden  a studio , an apartment 
if it is a studio or apartment, is it located in a building with multiple units if so, how many ……………?
is it rooms located in an apartment in a villa partially occupied by the owner , by other renters  ?
On what floor was located the holiday holiday rental ? :……..

Is the holiday holiday rental accessible to the disabled persons ?
total surface of the holiday rental : ………….
number of rooms : ………….
number of bathrooms : ……………….
kitchen  , kitchenette in the main room , entrance 

the renter has the enjoyment of :
a private garden , a private park , a private courtyard a private garage , a parking place near 
a terrace with an area of ………….. overlooking ………………………………………………………….
a loggia with an area of …………….overlooking………………………………………………………….
a balcony  with an area of ………………………overlooking……………………………………………..

situation
isolated in a farm  in a hamlet,  in a village  in a city 
distance from the main tourist attraction (in kilometers) :
sea : ……………………. lake : ……………….. the nearest beach …………………………….
marina ………………………. city center…………………..
distance of the main services :
railway station :…………………. airport :………………………. doctor: ……………….
hospital:……………………………… shopping center :………………….restaurant:………………….
grocery: ……………………………
Possible disadvantages of neighborhood:
noise : ……………………………………………… odor : ……………………………………………….…

Description of the holiday rental
(A plan can be attached to the description)
State general maintenance: excellent , good , fair 
arrangement of rooms
for each room, specify the area, the number of windows, the number of beds with the number of seats, furniture,
display and view, if the parts are independent or not.
Living room : ………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
bedroom 1 : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
bedroom 2 : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
bedroom 3 : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
etc..

arrangement of the kitchen
sink with hot and cold water
Power: mains gas
oven
fridge

, controlled ventilation , hood , cooktop 

, bottled gas , electricity , mixed 

, microwave 
, with freezer without freezer 

freezer dishwasher pressure cooker 
household appliances (blender, coffee maker, etc..) : …………………………………………………………….

sanitary equipment
number of sinks: …………… shower , bathtub , with shower without shower 
number of WC : …………… number of toilet separate for a bathroom : ………………..

diverse equipment:
central heating , air conditioning , an air cooling system 
telephone , internet , Television , DVD player , hi-fi,  washing machine , dryer , laundry ,
flat-iron , hairdryer 
other : ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

